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Abstract 
In the past decade, research on numerical schemes on ontology learning has been quite intensive. Several learning approaches 
have been proposed to help developers during the maintenance process. Most of the proposed approaches do not process the 
curse of dimensionality and the semantic contained in the information structure. A novel semantic-based method for ontology 
learning, which can provide improvement in both alignment and learning, is described.  Good comparisons with the experimental 
studies demonstrate the multidisciplinary applications of our approach. 
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1. Introduction 
Shared understanding and better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation are the goals of the 
Semantic Web. The following definition was adopted by the Semantic Web community « The Semantic Web is an 
extension of the current web in which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and 
people to work in cooperation » Tim Berners-Lee, James Hendler, Ora Lassila. The Semantic Web, May 2001.  
The Semantic Web, also known as Web 3.0, is described as a multilayer architecture, where the ontology is in the 
middle of this architecture.  Ontology is proving to be the best solution for knowledge sharing. However, ontology is 
a dynamic structure due to dynamic conditions resulting from changes in the conceptual domain, conceptualization 
and specification. 
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Several learning approaches focused on the extraction of ontologies by applying the techniques from Natural 
Language Processing, Information Retrieval and Machine Learning. Most of them are sensitive to noise, 
presentation order and Bellman’s curse of dimensionality. 
In this study, we propose a new conceptual model for ontology learning based on variables selection, clustering and 
an alignment process. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the current state of the art in ontology learning, our 
research questions and the problematic of ontology learning. The conceptual architecture of our approach is given in 
Section 3. Before we conclude, we give in Section 4 a short evaluation with benchmarking models for our 
conceptual model. Then, a conclusion (Section 5) and future work (Section 6) end the paper. 
2. State of the art, Problem and Research Questions 
« Ontology learning can be defined as the set of methods and techniques used for building ontology from scratch, 
enriching, or adapting an existing ontology in a semiautomatic fashion using several sources» [1].  
 
Figure (1) illustrates a classification of several learning approaches that use structured, semi-structured and 
unstructured text [3]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Classification of different approaches to ontology learning  
 
The best known approaches to ontology learning from unstructured text focus on the extraction of relevant pattern 
by applying techniques from Natural Language Processing, Information Retrieval and Machine Learning. These 
approaches include: ontology pruning [14], conceptual grouping [15], formal concept analysis (FCA) [16], 
association rules [17], pattern extraction [18] and conceptual learning [2]. 
 
Most of the previous approaches provide limited support for all activities of the maintenance process. They neglect 
the overall structure contained in the ontology and provide only limited support to generate ontology. The precision 
and recall do not meet the demands of actual applications due to semantic heterogeneity. Axiomatic learning is 
unexplored and they are therefore not suitable for problems with heterogeneity. In addition, the evaluation of 
ontology remains a significant problem and the choice of an appropriate method depends on the used criteria and 
model domain. 
3. The architecture of our learning system 
The process of learning starts with capturing a set of terms from the available documents as shown in Figure (2). 
Before creating the indexation model, it is necessary to remove all occurrences of noise. The removal of 
punctuation, negative dictionary and stemming techniques are used to remove noise. In order to index the textual 
document, we used the Vector Space Model (also known as VSM) [12]. Each document is indexed by its terms in a 
vector and each term is weighted by means of the TF-IDF function (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) 
[10]. The representation model generates a very high dimensionality even after pre-treatment and cleaning.  
In order to acquire a semantic indexation and to reduce the space of representation (Bellman's curse of 
dimensionality), we used a Wrapper Model based on the Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (also known as 
TSVD) [4]. 
Learning
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4.  Experimentation 
4.1. Pretreatment 
The training corpus consists of a set of IEEE abstracts divided in several categories. The average length of the 
document in terms of words is 182.53 in the training set and 178.14 in the test set. The number of documents in each 
category is highly unbalanced. Thirty percent of the data are selected to test the model (no theoretical justification 
for this percentage). Table (1) shows in detail the statistical distribution of words in the data sets ( L  is the average 
length of the document and LV  the standard deviation of document length). 
Table 1. The Statistical Distribution of Words. 
Data Sets L  LV  
Learning 182.53 60.65 
Testing 178.14 60.55 
 
We used the Glasgow list [8] as a stop words list in our experiments. This list is widely used as English standard 
stop word; it covers a large number (351 stop words). In order to seek the lexical root of a term, we used Porter 
algorithm [11]. 
4.2. Variable selection  
The TSVD process calculates an approximation of lower rank that takes advantage of the correlation of terms as 
shown in Figure (3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. TSVD process.      
1 http://www.elmanahel.ca/ontology/crisp-dm-owl.owl 
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Fig. 2. The process of learning 
In order to automatically identify the number of clusters, we used a clustering model 
based on the Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory [9], [13]. This dynamic model allows 
the neural network to automatically adjust its size depending on the dynamics of the 
environment (dynamic knowledge, complex shapes, variables distributions, 
incremental acquisition, etc) (stability-plasticity dilemma). All clusters are described 
by keywords (labels) representing their content. An alignment process based on Jaccard 
distance [6] is used to identify the correspondence between the ontological artifacts and 
descriptive labels. It creates alignment rules that define how to transform the entities by 
defining all types of possible associations between ontological artefacts and labels. The 
update process is used to describe an explicit and formal conceptualization for the 
domain model. 
The CRISP-DM-OWL1 ontology used in this project is integrated into a hybrid system 
DM [19], describing the artifacts and the basic rules. 
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We used the energy ratio (ER) algorithm [5] as a criterion to find the number of the relevant variables. We can 
express the variance accounted for by the ith singular vector as defined by formula (2): 
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Hence, the TSVD wrapper framework to select the most relevant variable subset ) 1S  given the set of singular 
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As shown in figure (4) (a), more than 91.13% of the variance in the Data Set was explained by the first 721 singular 
values and the cumulative variance of the last 379 singular values does not exceed the contribution of the first 
singular values. In addition, the first 721 singular values are much greater than the last singular values 
( 0,...21  rVVV tt ). 
The figure (4) (b) shows the dispersion of the variance with polar coordinates. This representation is particularly 
useful because the relationship between the singular value and variance is easily expressed in terms of angle and 
distance. In this two-dimensional system, each point is determined by the polar coordinates, i.e., the radial and 
angular coordinates. In the light of the results it is undoubtedly to see that the variables related to the small singular 
values are almost irrelevant and do not affect the measures of similarity between documents, i.e., they explain a 
small amount of the variance.  As a result, we generated reduced projection space by keeping only the first 721 
singular values. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Variance vs. Singular Value; (b) Polar coordinates of the variance. 
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4.3. Clustering  
We apply mean square error algorithm as a stopping criterion for the learning step. This criterion is defined as 
follows :                                           ¦¦
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j yd , : are respectively the actual output and the desired output. 
The convergence speed of our clustering model is based on typical initializations [13]. This initialization scheme 
reduces the computation time and improves the convergence speed to achieve the neighbourhood vicinity of the 
response.  
Figure (5) illustrate the learning phase of the neural network. The learning is performed independently in each 
iteration (epoch). All inputs are presented in neural network and each output is calculated individually. The 
objective is to adjust the weight matrix to find the best clustering. The horizontal axis represents the number of 
iterations and the vertical axis shows the squared error after the patterns submission. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Learning phase. 
 
When the connectionist network learns by changing the synaptic weights, the recognition of the output vector 
generated by the output layer should correspond to the desired output. The recognition is used to discover hidden 
patterns and to discern the content in clusters that have a high density in the indexing space. Clusters are considered 
attractors automatically generated to feed the update process. 
4.4. Alignment 
In order to identify the correspondence between the ontological artifacts and descriptive labels, we used Jaccard 
index (also known as the Jaccard similarity coefficient) defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of 
the union [6]. 
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* :  the set of alphabets used to build chains of descriptive labels. 
OWL* : the set of alphabets representing the artefacts of the CRISP-DM-OWL  ontology. 
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Figure (6) shows the use of Jaccard index to compute the alignment rules. The horizontal axis represents the Jaccard 
alignment and the vertical axis indicates the calculated similarity values between labels generated by the clustering 
algorithm and the set of artifacts in the CRISP-DM-OWL ontology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. The Jaccard similarity between concepts and descriptive labels. 
The Jaccard alignment is rigidly based on points of overlap between two strings. If there are occurrences of noise 
that does not belong to the strings, the total number of mutation also increases. Hence, the choice of an appropriate 
distance measure to meet the application needs is crucial task and an attention should be paid to the selection of an 
appropriate measure for an alignment process. 
4.5. Update 
The update process establishes a model of representation in a formal language by involving the following steps: 
- Choose a representation language for encoding ontology:  OWL-DL is computable code used to represent 
the updated ontology in a structured and formal model. This language facilitates the interpretation of the 
content by providing additional vocabulary and a formal semantics. 
- Describe the specifications of the ontology according to the chosen editor: maintenance of ontology is 
performed using the plug-in OWL2. This plug-in is used to modify the ontology, access to reasoning 
tools based on description logic and to acquire taxonomic structure. 
4.6. Evaluation 
Consistency, subsumption and instantiation can accentuate the main features of the conceptual hierarchy as well as 
the ontological inference. Description logic is perfectly suited to this situation. It has a formal semantics based on 
logic and equipped by decidable decisions. As shown in figure (7), the descriptive inference system used to verify 
the consistency, soundness and completeness of ontology is based on the inference engine RacerPro3 (Renamed 
ABox and Concept Expression Reasoner) [7]. 
 
 
2http://protege.stanford.edu/ 
3http://racer.sts.tuhh.de/ 
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The DIG protocol (XML standard) [20] is used to connect the Data Mining applications. The allocation of the 
terminological knowledge base allows users to query the conceptual model. 
It should be noted that the enriched ontology ),,,,,,( ARIHRHCO IRCC  is considered in two parts: 
- The extensional part CRC ,  ou T-Box : representation and manipulation of concepts and roles in 
terminological level. 
- The intensional part IRI ,  ou A-Box : representation and manipulation of individuals in a factual level 
[21]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. The Descriptive Inference System. 
 
 
The descriptive inference system is used to verify the ontology consistency, terminological knowledge base 
unsatisfiability, avoid definitions of terminology that contain cycles and fixed points, etc. 
Our evaluation approach is independent of the conceptualization of the domain model and considers the main 
features of the ontology structure and its population (concepts, instances, axiom, relationship, etc.).  
5.  Conclusion 
In this paper, we have introduced a new architecture providing semantic variables selection for ontology learning. 
The Wrapper Model based on truncated singular value decomposition uses a small space to represent the semantic 
relations between terms. Hence, it reduces the noise in the indexation and improves the accuracy of clustering. The 
clustering model chosen in our system does not depend on the order of on-line presentation (plasticity-elasticity). 
Thus, it eliminates the laborious process of knowledge engineering involved in the process of knowledge extraction. 
In order to identify the correspondence between the ontological artifacts and labels, we used an alignment process 
based on Jaccard distance. The evaluation step provides a symbolic reasoning used to verify the ontology 
consistency and unexpected relationships between the ontological artefacts. 
6. Future work 
The purpose of our next work is to aggregate several individual alignments.  In this context, the aggregation process 
combines the decisions to obtain a single alignment rule. 
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